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Abstract
Wikipedia is a popular and extremely useful resource for studies in both linguistics and natural language processing (Yano and Kang,
2008; Ferschke et al., 2013). This paper introduces a new language resource based on the French Wikipedia online discussion pages,
the WikiTalk corpus. The publicly available corpus includes 160M words and 3M posts structured into 1M thematic sections and has
been syntactically parsed with the Talismane toolkit (Urieli, 2013). In this paper, we present the first results of experiments aiming at
classifying and profiling the talk pages and threads in order to determine criteria for selecting discussions with conflicts.
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1. Introduction
With the exponential development of the Internet, new
communicative situations and new genres have come about.
The new web genres, which are not yet fully characterized,
are complex objects challenging the existing methodolo-
gies and analysis tools: the Wikipedia encyclopedic project
is one of these new textual objects that can be studied un-
der the umbrella term Computer-Mediated Communication
(CMC, (Herring et al., 2013)). Wikipedia, which celebrates
its 15th birthday this year, is an open and collaborative
project, available in numerous languages. The success of
the web encyclopedia is indisputable, as evidenced by its
huge size (5M articles in the English Wikipedia / 1.7M arti-
cles in the French Wikipedia as of June 2016). In addition,
Wikipedia is one of the 10 most consulted websites in the
world (Alexa, June 2016).
Over the last decade, Wikipedia has become a wealth of in-
formation which is more and more used by natural language
processing (NLP) and text mining applications (Ferschke
& al. (2013) propose an overview of the use of Wikipedia
in NLP). It has also been the subject of many studies in
social sciences. After the quality of the encyclopedia has
been established by (Giles, 2005), a large number of stud-
ies use Wikipedia for describing human coordination and
collaboration processes (Viegas et al., 2007; Brandes and
Lerner, 2007; Kittur and Kraut, 2008; Stvilia et al., 2008)
via the analysis of revisions and talk pages which provide
evidence of collaborative edition, maintenance work, coop-
eration and conflict resolution (Kittur et al., 2007; Viégas
et al., 2004).
Most of these studies do not focus on the linguistic and dis-
cursive aspects of Wikipedia pages, certainly because of the
sprawling structure of Wikipedia (multiplicity of pages and
versions), which makes corpus building quite difficult. As a
consequence, these works mostly rely on network analysis
or on statistical features extracted from article revision his-
tories. For instance, an interesting result for our project is
that article reverts (when users restore a previous version)
are proven significant features to detect conflicts (Viégas et
al., 2004; Brandes and Lerner, 2007; Kittur et al., 2007; Suh
et al., 2007; Kittur and Kraut, 2010; Miller, 2012). Never-

theless, such features remain indirect markers of conflicts,
as they may be interpreted differently, allowing no clear
distinction between editorial conflicts and vandalism, for
instance (Potthast et al., 2008; Yasseri et al., 2012; Adler
et al., 2011). Other commonly used criteria include article
and talk page length, number of revisions in article and talk
pages, number of anonymous edits/users, character or word
insertion or deletion between users, article labels, etc.
Such criteria serve as the basis for the automatic detection
of quality articles (Wilkinson and Huberman, 2007), con-
flictual pages (Kittur et al., 2007; Vuong et al., 2008; Sumi
et al., 2011) or topic categories which are more likely to
generate conflicts, such as religion and philosophy accord-
ing to (Kittur et al., 2009).
Although these studies have provided interesting insights
on the evolution of Wikipedia’s organization and collab-
orative edition, the linguistic characteristics of Wikipedia
pages remain little explored. In particular, talk pages are
specifically interesting to observe as they are at the heart of
the Wikipedia device. Each article is associated with a talk
page, where most of the coordination work is done, and
where the potential conflicts are discussed and ultimately
resolved in the best-case scenario (Viegas et al., 2007). Talk
pages are the places where editors discuss the modifications
to be made on the article, including sections to be rewritten
or suppressed (Ferschke et al., 2012).
Wikipedia talk pages may be considered as a new discus-
sion sub-genre. Wikipedia editorial talk pages are indeed
quite specific: (i) they are directly related to the article they
are associated with, and they share a common focus, i.e. ar-
ticle editing and improvement; (ii) they contain open asyn-
chronous discussions that anyone may edit. In that respect,
they might be compared to forum discussions except that
they rely on a specific Wiki device which has direct conse-
quences on the macrostructure: in spite of clear recommen-
dations concerning the form of the postings (level of the
answer, mandatory signature and date, etc.), talk pages are
often hybrids, combining dialogues whose structure may
not be obvious (as Wikipedians may for instance edit previ-
ous postings), and checklist elements; (iii) they share com-
mon features referring notably to editing actions, conflict
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management and Wikipedia procedures (e.g. NPOV, i.e.
Neutrality of Point of View, relevance, source, quality etc.).
Conflicts are particularly interesting to observe in
Wikipedia, since they can be considered as frontiers be-
tween collaboration and discussion. Antagonistic edits of
the article structure and content may indeed lead to dis-
agreements and this is quite usual when co-editing, before
participants agree on a more stable version of the article.
Disagreements may turn to conflicts when the editing pro-
cess and/or the discussion process are deadlocked, which
leads to an automated report. In such cases, pages are
tagged with specific labels signaling that a conflict is on-
going on the article or talk pages (e.g. NPOV or relevance
disputes, ”Keep calm” banner). Examples of pages with
such labels are quite numerous: Abortion in Iran, Bengali
cuisine, List of Volvo trucks to cite just a few.
The aim of the present study is twofold: at a descriptive
level, we would like to contribute to the linguistic descrip-
tion of Wikipedia talk pages, which have been little ex-
plored using linguistic criteria. In particular, few linguistic
studies have been conducted on French Wikipedia (see (De-
nis et al., 2012) on the detection of conflicting threads or
(Poudat and Loiseau, 2007) on the exploration of Wikipedia
categories). We will first perform an automatic classifi-
cation on the entire set of French Wikipedia talk pages,
which were gathered within the WikiTalk Corpus, making
the most of the French ”Appel au calme” (keep calm) la-
bel, signaling ongoing conflict(s) on the talk page. In or-
der to have a broader view of the linguistic characteristics
of the French Wikipedia talk pages, We will then propose
a profiling of the genre, using a mutidimensional analysis
enabling us to highlight key features and oppositions at a
global level. Conflicting threads and pages will be charac-
terized within this global generic profile.

2. WikiTalk Corpus
The WikiTalk corpus is composed of talk pages extracted
from the French Wikipedia dump dated May 12th 2015
which contains 3.5M talk pages. Only 365,612 pages were
kept in the released WikiTalk Corpus. Indeed, 57% of the
talk pages were user pages and we chose to remove them,
even if these talk pages are basically online discussions.
Only 24% of the remaining talk pages contained more than
two words1.
The 365,612 remaining talk pages were segmented into
threads and posts based on the wikicode. Threads corre-
spond to divisions delimited by (sub)headings signaled by
the wiki markup: /==.*?==/. Posts are delimited accord-
ing to

1. timestamp and an optional user signature, such as:
Viking59 10 mai 2009 à 17:16 (CEST); or

2. a change in the interactional level indicated by the
number of semi-colons (:) in the beginning.

Once threads and posts were delimited, all discussions were
formatted according to the TEI-P5 guidelines. Metadata
are encoded in the teiHeader as illustrated below with the
<classDecl> element.

11,013,791 (68%) talk pages were blank and 116 432 (8%)
consisted in redirections to another talk page.

<category type="discipline">
<catDesc>Politique</catDesc>
<catDesc>France</catDesc>

</category>
<category type="avancement">

<catDesc>Featured</catDesc>
</category>
<category type="interaction">

<catDesc>{{calm}}</catDesc>
</category>

Three kinds of metadata were automatically extracted to
categorize and describe the discussions:

1. ”discipline” indicates associated thematic portals,

2. ”avancement” corresponds to article’s quality scale
based on Wikipedian assessments2,

3. ”conflictness” gives information about possible con-
flicts in the discussion. Such information may be man-
ually inserted by Wikipedians via the template {{keep
calm}} which adds the following banner at the top of
the talk page3).

Discussion structure is encoded according to the following
TEI elements:

• <div> for threads

• <head> for topic titles and

• <post who="user" when="timestamp"

interactionalLevel="#"> for posts.

Table 1 gives a quantitative overview of the WikiTalk cor-
pus4.

discussions sections posts words
365,612 1,023,841 2,406,514 161,833,298

Table 1: Quantitative overview of the WikiTalk corpus.

Eight of the extracted talk pages, amounting to 413 posts
and 47,284 tokens, were manually inspected to evaluate the
extraction process. Results show that 23 posts were not ex-
tracted at all and 33 posts were wrongly delimited, among
which 25 merged several posts in one. As a result, the
extraction process has an estimated precision of 0.92 and
a recall of 0.95. Post attribute values (@who, @when and
@interactionalLevel) were only checked for one talk
page but indicated 100% accuracy.

2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:
Version_1.0_Editorial_Team/Assessment

3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:
Calm

4Soon available at http://redac.univ-tlse2.fr/
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3. Classification of Conflicting vs. Peaceful
Talk Pages

The first tested method consisted in a data-driven compar-
ison of the global linguistic characteristics of two classes
of talk pages, distinguished according to an experimental
classification of ”conflicting” vs. ”peaceful” talks. The se-
lection criteria used for distinguishing between these two
classes are based on the Wikipedians’ assessment of the
article’s quality and the Wikipedians’ alert regarding con-
flict or impoliteness in a talk page. Moreover, only talk
pages containing more than 100 words were taken into
account. Among those, 2,028 a priori ”conflicting” talks
(11M words) were selected according to the following cri-
teria:

• <category type="interaction"> in teiHeader
indicates that the ”keep calm” template was inserted;

• a parallel talk page was created for discussing the arti-
cle’s neutrality5;

• the page itself is a parallel talk page created for dis-
cussing the article’s neutrality.

Criterion for selecting 4,569 a priori ”peaceful” talks (8.8M
words) are the following:

• <category type="avancement"> in teiHeader in-
dicates that the associated article was assessed to be
”Featured” or ”A-class”;

• a parallel talk page was created for deciding if the ar-
ticle deserves the ”featured” or ”A-class” status.

For the purpose of evaluating our distinction between these
two classes while also determining features that may be
used for selecting talk pages where conflicts may occur,
we trained a text classification model using the Vowpal
Wabbit linear classifier (Agarwal et al., 2011). In addition
to being fast and easily adjustable to large corpora, it has
the advantage of generating a list of the most significant
features and their relative weights.
Two feature sets were tested for the classification task:
lexical features and syntactic features. Classification based
on lexical features which considers texts as bags-of-words
or bags-of-lemmas is the traditional approach, as for
example (Scott et al., 2006) which propose a keyword
analysis for reflecting thematic and stylistic features.
Classification based on syntactic features which considers
texts as bags-of-syntactic N-grams more or less lexicalized
is less common (Kanerva et al., 2014; Goldberg et al.,
2013). This method enables a more robust analysis on
text characteristics that does not depend on the text topic
but attempts to generalize the level of description beyond
individual lexical topics to typical structures (Laippala et
al., 2015).

5This possibility seems specific to the French Wikipedia

The classification is performed using the stochastic gradi-
ent method with two-thirds of the corpus used for training
and the remaining for testing. As lexical features we use
lemmas; as syntactic features we use unlexicalized bi-arcs
composed of two syntax dependencies between tokens with
the actual lexical information deleted but with all other
information on the syntactic dependency, Part-of-Speech
and other morphological features, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: A delexicalized syntactic bi-arc describing a
clitic+verb+conjunction as in the clause ‘I find that’.

Syntactic analysis and lemmatisation were provided by the
Talismane toolkit (Urieli, 2013). Two levels of text seg-
ments were considered: threads and posts. Entire pages
were not taken into account because a conflict usually hap-
pens inside a thread. In addition, our previous experiments
on the page-level have already shown higher scores for the
bag of words method (Ho-Dac and Laippala, 2015). In
the analysis, we consider, however, that all the posts and
threads in a page labeled as conflicting / peaceful are in the
same category. Table 2 gives the precision (P) and recall
(R) for detecting the ”conflict” category by using the two
feature sets on threads and posts.

threads posts
features P R P R
lemmas 0.84 0.60 0.79 0.69
bi-arcs 0.55 0.48 0.63 0.59
units 46,690 194,289

Table 2: Comparison of lexical vs. syntactic approaches for
the automatic classification of conflicting threads and posts.

Results show that the best method for detecting conflict
seems to be a classification of threads by using a lexical
approach. A closer look on the threads classified with high
probability and on typical bi-arcs used by the classifier is
necessary for better understanding.
Even if the precision of more than 80% seems encouraging,
we must admit that these results lead us to question both the
features used for classification and our a priori definition
of a conflicting talk. Next sections begin to address these
questions by proposing a range of new features for profiling
Talk pages in a bottom-up approach and presenting a cur-
rent project of conflict manual annotation in the WikiTalk
corpus.

4. A Bottom-Up Approach to Talk Page
Profiling

The automatic classification was supplemented by a sec-
ond approach which uses statistical techniques based on lin-
guistic features and portals information for discovering talk
pages and thread profiles in a bottom-up approach, without
a focus on conflict. This method considered all the 366,612
talk pages and used the R package FactoMineR dedicated
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to multivariate exploratory data analysis6. Each talk page
and thread was automatically described with four types of
features:

• THEMA: portal sections of the associated article page
knowing that an article may be categorized as belong-
ing such as Art, History, Sport7 up to 7 of the 11 pos-
sible Wikipedia sections (these 11 variables were bi-
narised);

• GLOBAL: general quantitative characteristics (num-
ber of words and posts) and, for entire talk pages,
amount of threads and different contributors, propor-
tion of anonymous posts;

• INTERACT: the frequency of a wide range of inter-
action and politeness cues per talk pages and threads
(social deixis, marks of agreement and disagreement);

• DISCREL: the frequency of connectives for each dis-
course relations as defined in the LEXCONN, ”a French
lexicon of 328 discourse connectives, collected with
their syntactic categories and the discourse relations
they convey” (Roze et al., 2012).

A Principal Components Analysis on talk pages and threads
extracted 5 dimensions that explain around 30% of the total
variance (29.2% for entire talk pages, 32.4% for threads).
The first dimension is simply related to the size of the text
units. The second dimension is more interesting and the
correlated features differ between talk pages and threads.
As for talk pages, it opposes

• talk pages with politeness cues (thanks, hello, cheers,
please, etc.), formal you (vous) and we (nous) and dis-
course relations expressing concession, condition and
temporal relations; to

• talk pages with more discourse relations expressing
contrast, background/narration and causality.

As for threads, dimension 2 opposes

• threads with agreement cues (ok, agree, of course, yes,
no, etc.), formal you and discourse relations express-
ing alternation, consequence, goal and temporal rela-
tions; to

• threads with more I, informal we (on) and discourse
relations expressing contrast.

A third dimension that may be relevant gathers together talk
pages (as threads) in which more connectives expressing
narrative relations (then, later, once, before, etc.) and con-
sequence relations (in this case, in this respect, etc.) occur.
We may also notice that no THEMA features are significant
for any dimensions.
More precise details defining these profiles will be pre-
sented during the presentation, with a focus on extreme talk
pages and threads on each dimension. Our next goal is to
locate conflicting threads in this 5 dimensional space.

6http://factominer.free.fr/index.html
7https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portail:

Accueil

5. Perspective: Exploring Conflicts at the
Thread Level

In this paper, we have proposed different ways to explore
Wikipedia talk pages; CMC genres are indeed complex ob-
jects that challenge our traditional methods and we assume
that such objects require different levels of investigation.
The profiling step still needs further analysis but is already
quite promising.
The results of the automatic classification show that the fea-
tures taken into account and the parameters used for detect-
ing conflicting talk pages are still fairly inaccurate. In addi-
tion our definition of a conflict discussion must be revised.
Several paths are currently being followed, including (i) us-
ing other criteria, starting with the dimensions with identi-
fied in the profiling step; (ii) using more detailed categories,
combining the article labels signaling conflicts, and the talk
page labels; and (iii) using a dataset of manually annotated
talk pages. We are currently annotating the threads of 30
talk pages extracted from the WikiTalk corpus in terms of
conflicts (degree, intensity, type) thanks to a CORLI grant8.
We just led a first annotation experience, following the ex-
ample of (Denis et al., 2012), which enabled us to bring
interesting contrasts to light (Poudat et al., 2016).
For the moment, two talk pages have been annotated, to-
talling 255 threads for which coders have just to indicate
if the thread is conflict or not with a very basic definition.
As Table 3 shows, around one thread on 2 was annotated as
conflicting.

Talk page’s topic # threads # conflicts %
Bogdanoff brothers 75 37 49.3
Psychoanalysis 140 74 52.9
Total 215 111 51.6

Table 3: Conflicting annotated threads in two talk pages.
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